Biomarker discovery in biological fluids.
Discovery of novel protein biomarkers is essential for successful drug discovery and development. These novel protein biomarkers may aid accelerated drug efficacy, response, or toxicity decision making based on their enhanced sensitivity and/or specificity. These biomarkers, if necessary, could eventually be converted into novel diagnostic marker assays. Proteomic platforms developed over the past few years have given us the ability to rapidly identify novel protein biomarkers in various biological matrices from cell cultures (lysates, supernatants) to human clinical samples (serum, plasma, and urine). In this article, we delineate an approach to biomarker discovery. This approach is divided into three steps, (i) identification of markers, (ii) prioritization of identified markers, and (iii) preliminary validation (qualification) of prioritized markers. Using drug-induced idiosyncratic hepatotoxicity as a case study, the article elaborates methods and techniques utilized during the three steps of biomarker discovery process. The first step involves identification of markers using multi-dimensional protein identification technology. The second step involves prioritization of a subset of marker candidates based on several criteria such as availability of reagent set for assay development and literature association to disease biology. The last step of biomarker discovery involves development of preliminary assays to confirm the bio-analytical measurements from the first step, as well as qualify the marker(s) in pre-clinical models, to initiate future marker validation and development.